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Final Report on Proposals Submitted and Funded 1980-81 
The Division of Grants and Contracts has completed the attached summary 
of 162 proposals submitted to funding agencies by Morehead State from 
July 1, 1980 through June 30, 1981 . One hundred and two (102) proposals 
were funded during this period with total dollars awarded of $2,786 , 156 . 
I ncluded in this amount is an $896 , 800 grant for student financial aid. 
Your continued support and willingness to develop proposals have made 
the funding reflected in this final report possible . We appreciate your 
efforts in seeking external monies and we hope to maintain this level of 
funding in 1982 . 
rar 
Attachment 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
1. Job Preparedness Program-Bell 
County CETA 
(July 1, 1980) 
2. Naval Ocean Research and 
Development Activity Cruise-
Travel Grant 
(July 1, 1980) 
3. Eastern Kentucky Health 
Science Information Network 
Audio-Visual Project 
(July 1, 1980) 
I 
DIVISION OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
BUREAU OF UNI VERSITY AND REGIONAL SERVICES 
Morehead State University 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Write r) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(John Philley) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Camden-Carroll library 
(Jack Ellis) 
(Debbie Ward) 
(July 1, 1980-June 30, 1981) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Bell County CET A Program 
U. S. Department or the Navy 
National Library of Medicine 
PURPOSE 
To provide job preparedness training 
to the Bell County CET A participants 
in Pineville, Kentucky. 
To participate as one of two geologists 
and one of twelve scientists on a 
Caribbean expedition to determine 
relationships between biological, 
physical, elastic and acoustic 
properties in the upper 50 cm of deep 
sea sediment in the Venezuelan Basin. 
To enhance use of audiovisual 
materials by providing immediate 
access to a large pool of resources in 
the sharing institutions, by integration 
of audiovisual resources and 
educational activities, and through 
workshops and other activities at 
Morehead State University. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 1,753 
1,800 
55,051 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Not ificat ion Date) 
$1, 753 
(August 1, 1980) 
1,800 
(July 7, 1980) 
Denied 
(February 5, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
4. Eastern Kentucky Community 
Education Training 
(July 1, 1980) 
5. Definition and Confirmation of 
Needed Differentiation in Adult 
Basic Education 
(July 1, 1980) 
6. Rural Appalachian Information 
and Referral Library Center 
{July 1, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Cont inued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Serv ices 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
U. S. Department of Education 
National lnS"titute of Education 
National Institute of Education 
PURPOSE 
To provide training to select leadership 
personal ities in 15 or more county 
communities, designed to facilitate 
planning and to establish, expand, or 
improve community education 
programs capable of merging personal 
skills with community education 
resources for the enhancement of the 
~qua l ity of individual and community 
life. 
To develop, refine, and test a 
definition of the condition of adult 
students and potential students in 
adult basic education skills instruction 
and lead to need d ifferentiation in 
operational program services and 
program management. 
To research alternative methods of 
offering information services to 
Appalachian residents in model center 
public I ibraries in two geographically 
distinct areas as a demonstration to 
national library decision-makers and 
staffs. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 45,793 
54,750 
84,246 
2 
AWARDED/DENIED/PEN DING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 45,793 
(October 2, 1980) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981 ) 
Denied 
(September 30, 1980) 
I 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
7. Communication Skills for 
Business 
(July 2, 1980) 
8. Management Counsel.ing and 
Technical Assistance to Small 
Business Concerns- A Continuation 
(July 8, 1980) 
9. J 0 b Pr eparedness 
Program-Menifee County CET A 
(July 11, 1980) 
10. J 0 b Preparedness 
Program-Carter County CET A 
(July 30, 1980) 
11. Nursing Scholarships 
(July 30, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED {Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADM INISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Jim Kurz) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Communications 
(Stacy Myers) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Management and Marketing 
(Bernard Davis) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
App~lachian Development Center 
(Ed Flegel 
Bureau of Student Affairs 
Division of Student Financial A id 
and Veterans Affairs 
(Elmer Anderson) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Citizens Deposit Bank 
U. S. Small Business 
Administration 
Menifee County CET A Program 
Carter County CET A Program 
Health Resources Administration 
. 
PURPOSE 
To provide 24 · hours of 
communications training to employees 
of the Citizens Deposit Bank, 
Vanceburg, Kentucky. 
To provide management counseling 
and technical assistance to small 
business concerns selected by the 
Small Business Adm inistration . 
To provide job preparedness training 
to the Menifee County CETA 
participants in Frenchburg, Kentucky . 
To provide job preparedness training 
lo the Carter County CETA 
participants in Olive Hill, Kentucky. 
To provide scholarships for students in 
the associate degree nursing program. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 2,558 
750 
1, 187 
1,252 
5,097 
3 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 2,558 
(September 17. 1980) 
750 
(August 18, 1980) 
Denied 
(November 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(November 30, 1981) 
5,097 
(July 31, 1980) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
12. NSF Faculty Development Travel 
Grant 
(August 1, 1980) 
13. Egyptian Local Development 
Fund Train ing Program 
(August 15, 1980) 
14. Job Preparedness Project·· Harlan 
County CETA 
(August 22, 1980) 
15. Child Development Project 
(August 25, 1980) 
16. Management Counseling and 
Technical Assistance to 
Small Business Concerns 
(August 26, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUND~D (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATI VE UNIT 
(Proposal Wri ter) 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special Education 
(Anna Hicks) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Joe Copeland) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
(Ed Flegel 
School of Education 
Department of Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education 
(Leonard Burkett) 
(Beverly Cree) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Management and Marketing 
(Bernard Davis) 
FUNDIN G AGENCY 
National Science Foundation 
Bluegrass Area Development 
District 
Harlan County CET A Program 
University Research Corporation 
U.S. Small Business 
Admin istration 
PURPOSE 
To update skills and provide an 
up-to-date research base and classroom 
skills in teaching courses in the area o f 
aging. 
To provide academic training for 
approximately 20 participants of 
the Egyptian Training Program. 
To provide job preparedness training 
to Harlan-County CETA participants. 
To prov id e competency-based 
i ndiv i du a l i zed tra1n1ng to 
p~raprofessional teachers o f 3 to 5 
year old children throughout eastern 
Kentucky. 
To provide management counseling 
and technical assistance to small 
business concerns in 10 cases selected 
by the Small Business Administration. 
AMOUNT 
RE QUESTE D 
$ 500 
29,981 
2,964 
54,880 
2,500 
4 
AWARDED/DEN IED/PENDING 
(Notifi cation Date) 
$ 500 
(August 4, 1980) 
29,981 
(August 22, 1980) 
2,964 
(November 7, 1980) 
58,355 
(August 25, 1980) 
2,500 
(November 6, 1980) 
PROPOSA L TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
17. Morehead State University 
Water Testing Laboratory·· 
Continuation 
(August 28, 1980) 
18. Water Testing Laboratory 
For Fish Hatcheries 
(August 28, 1980) 
19. Community Education 
Development Fund · 
Travel Grant 
(September 9, 1980) 
20. Kentucky Highlands Travel 
Guide 
(September 9, 19801 
21. Sampling Services at the 
Maxey Flats Waste Dispasal 
Site 
(September 12, 1980) 
22. KentLJcky/White House 
Conference on Aging 
(September 15, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980- June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UN IT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Ted Pass) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Ted Pass) 
School of Education 
Department of Adult, Counseling 
and Higher Education 
(Richard Daniel) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Betty Marshall ) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Jerry Howell) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Div ision of Continuing Education 
(Harry Ryan) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Kentucky Department of Natural 
Resources 
Kentucky Department of 
Fish and Wildlife 
Kentucky Department of 
Education 
Kentucky Highlands Association 
Battelle Pacific Northwest 
Laboratories 
Ken tucky Department for 
Human Resources 
PURPOSE 
To perform bacteriological analyses of 
public and private water supplies. 
To perform bacteriological analyses of 
water supplies in fish hatcheries. 
To prov ide support services for new 
and expanding community education 
program.s. 
To coordinate the design, layout, 
paste-up and typesett ing of the 
Kentucky Highlands Association 1980 
Travel Guide. 
To furnish technical support regarding 
soil solution sampling at the Maxey 
Flats Waste Disposal Site. 
To host the KentuckyM'hite House 
Conference on Aging. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 3,200 
1,800 
400 
1,500 
23,576 
13.610 
5 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 3,200 
(August 28, 1980) 
1,800 
(August 28, 1980) 
400 
(October 7, 1980) 
1,500 
(September 24, 1980) 
23,576 
(October 14, 1980) 
Denied 
(October 31, 1980) 
6 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT AMOUNT AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Date Submitted) (Proposal Writer) FUNDING AGENCY PURPOSE REQUESTED (Notificat ion Date) 
23. Foster Parent Training School of Social Sciences Kentucky Bureau for Social To provide training to foster parents $ 21,569 Denied 
Program Department of Sociology, Social Work Services of the eastern half of Kentucky. (November 30, 1981) 
(September 22, 1980} and Corrections 
(Ted Marshall) 
24. Photographing Appalachia: School of Social Sciences John Guggenheim Memorial To develop and publish a volume To be assigned Denied 
A Pictorial History Department of History Foundation entitled "Photographing Appalachia: (March 13, 1981) 
(September 22, 1980) (Stuart Sprague) A Pictorial History". 
25. Chautauqua Short Course- I School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on "Calculus 600 $ 600 (September 23, 1980) Department of Mathematical Sciences for Non-Majors in the Physical (October 30, 1980) 
(Rodger Hammons) Sciences" at the University of Dayton. 
26. Chautauqua Short Course-fl School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 600 Denied 
(September 23, 1980) Department of Physical Sciences "Microcomputers in the Laboratory" (October 30, 1980) 
(David Cutts) at the University of Dayton. 
27. Chautauqua Short Course-Ill School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 600 600 
(September 23, 1980) Department of Biological and Environmental "lmmunobiology : Evolutionary, (October 30, 1980) 
Sciences Developmental and Molecular 
(David Saxon) Perspectives" at the University of 
Georgia. 
28. Chautauqua Short Course- IV School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 600 600 
(September 23. 1980) Department of Biological and Environmental "lmmunobiology: Evolutionary. (October 30, 1980) 
Sciences Developmental and Molecular 
(David Magrane) Perspectives" at the University of 
Dayton . 
. 
. 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
29. Chautauqua Short Course- V 
(September 23, 1980) 
30. Chautauqua Short Course- VI 
(September 23, 1980) 
31. Chautauqua Short Course-VII 
(September 23, 1980) 
. 
32. Chautauqua Short Course- VIII 
(September 23, 1980) 
33. Chautauqua Short Course-IX 
(September 23, 1980) 
34. Chautauqua Short Course-X 
(September 23. 1980) 
-
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) FUNDING AGENCY PURPOSE 
School of Social Sciences National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 
Department of Geography " Technology and Humanism in 
(Gary Cox) Meeting World Food Needs" at 
Parkland College. 
School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 
Department of Physical Sciences "Microcomputer Interfacing in the 
(Charles Whidden) Undergraduate Laboratory" at the 
University of Georgia. 
School of Social Sciences National Science Foundation To attend a short course on "Food, 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and Energy, and Society" at the University 
Corrections of Dayton. 
(Mont Whitson) 
School of Social Sciences National Science Foundation To attend a short course on "Ecology 
Department of Geography and Evolution in the Tropics" at the 
(Gary Cox) University of Georgia. 
School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 
Department of Biological and Environmental "Mechanisms of Drug Action' at the 
Sciences University of Texas at Austin. 
(David Magrane) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics National Science Foundation To attend a short course on 
Department of Biological and Environmental "Reproduction of Mammals" at 
Sciences Christian Brothers College. 
(David Magrane) 
. 
7 
AMOUNT AWARDED/DENIED/PEND ING 
REQUESTED (Notification Date) 
$ 600 $ 600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 Denied 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 600 
(October 30, 1980) 
. 
I 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted ) 
35. Chautauqua Short Course-XI 
(September 23, 1980) 
36. Chautauqua Short Course- XII 
(September 23, 1980) 
37. Chautauqua Short Course- XIII 
(September 23, 1980) 
38. Chautauqua Short Course-XIV 
(September 23, 1980) 
39. Chautauqua Short Course - XV 
(September 23, 1980) 
40. Chautauqua Short Course-XVI 
(September 23, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 -June30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Wr iter) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Socio I ogy, Socia~ Work and 
Corrections 
(Patsy Whitson) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and 
Corrections 
(George Dickinson) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
(Rodger Hammons) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and 
Corrections 
(Mont Whitson) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
(Robert Lindahl) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and 
Corrections 
(Robert Bylund) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
National Science Foundation 
National Science Foundation 
National Science Foundation 
National Science Foundation 
Na.tional Science Foundation 
National Science Foundation 
PURPOSE 
To attend a short course on "The 
Changing American Family" at 
Temple University. 
To attend a short course on "The 
Changing American Family" at 
Temple University. 
To attend a short course on 
" Introduction to Microcomputers and 
Microprocessors" at Santa Ana 
College. 
To attend a short course on "The 
1980 Census in the Undergraduate 
Classroom " at Polytechn ic Institute of 
New York. 
To attend a short course on 
"Combinatorial Problem·Solving in 
T he Mathematical Sciences" at 
Parkland College. 
To attend a short course on "Aging, 
Family, and Bureaucracy" at the 
University of Utah. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 
8 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notificat ion Date) 
$ 600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 
(October 30, 1980) 
Denied 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 
(October 30, 1980) 
600 
(October 30, 1980) 
t · 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
41. Chautauqua Short Course- XVII 
(September 23, 1980) 
42. Analysis of Population 
(September 24, 1980) 
43. Land Development Policy Issues 
(September 24, 1980) 
(Preliminary) 
44. Railroad Cars for Back-Haul 
(September 24, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED ANO FUNDED {Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMIN ISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special Education 
(Dennis Edinger) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Geography 
(Gary Cox) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
(Douglas Dotterweich ) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
National Science Foundation 
Appalachian Regional Comm1ss1on 
Appalachian Development Council 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
PURPOSE 
To attend a short course on "Advances 
in Statistics: Exploratory Data 
Analysis, R obust Methods, 
Log-L inear Models" at the University 
of Georgia. 
To perform an analysis of individuals 
who have recently moved into the coal 
fields regarding their reasons for 
relocating, job ski lls. expectations, 
family life, cduca11on levels and other 
factors. 
To perform an analysis of changes in 
policies which are needed, at both 
public and private levels. to facilitate 
the development of usable land in the 
coal fields. 
To perform an analysis of railroad 
routes that coal cars follow coming 
into eastern Kentucky and the 
commodities that might lend 
themselves to transportation on a 
back-haul basis. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 600 
15,728 
21,000 
5,643 
9 
AWARDED/DENI ED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(October 30, 1980) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981 ) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submit1ed) 
45. Attitudes Toward Housing 
(September 24, 1980) 
46. Feeder Pigs 
(September 24, 1980) 
47. Produce Stand 
(September 24, 1980) 
48. Teaching Materials for Eastern 
Kentucky Students 
(September 24, 1980) 
(Preliminary) 
49. Bass Fishing Institute 
(September 24, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980- June30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
(Douglas Dotterweich) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalach ian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
(James Kurz) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
(James Kurz) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalach ian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(Harry Ryan) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
Appalachian Development Council 
Indiana State University and 
the American Institute of 
Bass Fishing 
PURPOSE 
To perform sampling of families, 
mostly coal mining families, to 
determine what their housing situation 
is and why. 
To provide feeder pig pens and 
tech n ical assistance to farmers 
regarding pig-raising techniques, bulk 
purchasing rates for feed and 
marketing of f inished pigs. 
To provide for 
portable produce 
operated by a 
conjunction with 
businessmen. 
construction of 
stands to be 
cooperative in 
area independent 
To provide teaching materials to help 
eastern Kentucky students learn about 
eastern Kentucky. 
To host the Bass Fishing Insti tute at 
Morehead State University in April, 
1981. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 8,681 
15,000 
18,000 
33,000 
3.450 
10 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Not ificat ion Date) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
$ 3.450 
(October 30, 1980) 
I 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted ) 
Job Preparedness Project 
Bell County CETA II 
(September 25, 1980) 
Science Education Workshop 
(September 30, 1980) 
Energy Management 
Assistance Program 
(September 30, 1980) 
Jesse Stuart Symposium 
(October 2, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Ed Flegel 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Grants and Contracts 
(Victor Ramey) 
(William R. Falls) 
School of Appl ied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Home Economics 
(Charles Derrickson) 
(Su1anne Theis) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Develapment Center 
(James Gifford) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Bell County CET A Program 
National Science Foundation 
Kentucky Departmen l of Energy 
Kl'ntucky Humanities Council 
PURPOSE 
To provide job preparedness training 
to the Bell County CET A participants 
in Pineville, Kentucky. 
To host a workshop for 10 science 
educauon college faculty members, 45 
junior high teachers of science, and 25 
1unior high supervisors and school 
principals on Science Teaching and the 
Development of Reasoning. 
To provide sma!I scale energy users 
with practical and available energy 
conservation opportunities through 
seminars. audits, and workshops. 
To conduct a two-day symposium 
consisting of papers, panels, 
discussions, and tours tha t will 
combine to produce an understanding 
of Jesse Stuart's literature which will 
in turn illuminate Appalachian cul ture 
and values for the general public. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 1,493 
13,000 
50,000 
4,939 
11 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notif ication Date) 
s 1,493 
(October 8, 1980) 
13,254 
(October 6, 1980) 
42,932 
(March 22, 1981 l 
2,737 
(January 5. 1981) 
I 
t 
I 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
54. Appalachian Community 
Service Network-Continuation 
(0ctober3, 1980) 
55. FACE: For Exceptionnl 
Children (Dean's Grant) 
(October 6, 1980) 
56. Job Preparedness Pro1ect 
Floyd County CETA-1 
(October 7, 1980) 
57. Job Preparedness Pro1ect-
Floyd County CETA-11 
(October 7, 1980) 
58. Job Preparedness Project-
F loyd County CETA- 111 
(October 7, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981 l 
ADM INISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Media Services 
(Bill Rosenberg) 
School of Education 
Office of the Dean 
(Michael Davis) 
(George Troutt) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Ed Flegel 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Ed Flegel 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Ed Flegel 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Appalachian Community Service 
Network 
U. S. Department of Education 
Floyd County CETA Program 
Floyd County CET A Program 
Floyd County CET A Program 
PURPOSE 
To continue funding for the 
Appal ach1an Community Service 
Network 1n Morehead and 
Appalachian Kentucky. 
To focus on specific changes in the 
School of Education that will 
ultimately provide an appropriate 
education for all handicapped students 
.,, the public schools. 
To provide Job Preparedness training 
to Floyd County CETA participants, 
November 3 - 7, 1980). 
To provide Job Preparedness training 
to Floyd County CETA participants. 
November 17·21, 1980. 
To provide Job Prepa1edness training 
to Floyd County CET A participants, 
December 1-5, 1980. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 23,791 
82,025 
1,432 
1,432 
1.432 
12 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notif1ca11on Date) 
$ 22.864 
(October 2. 1980) 
Denied 
(October 23, 1981) 
Denied 
(October 30, 1980) 
1,432 
(October 30, 1980) 
1,432 
(October 30, 1980) 
59. 
60. 
61. 
t 
62. 
63. 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
Artist Fellowship in Sculpture 
(October 8, 1980) 
The Life and Work of Paul 
McPharlin 
(October 8, 1980) 
In- Service Energy Education 
Workshops for Middle-and 
Secondary-School Teachers 
in Northeastern Kentucky. 
(October 10, 1980) 
Our Mountain Heritage 
(October 13, 1980) 
North American 
History -1815- 1915 
(October 13, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINI STRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Art 
(Richard Field) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Art 
(Ryan Howard) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(John Philley) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Gifford) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of History 
(Stuart Sprague) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
National Endowment for the Arts 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
National Science Foundation 
The Sperry and Hutchinson 
Foundation 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
PURPOSE 
To enable the artist to set aside time 
and purchase materials to advance his 
career. 
To research documents preserved in 
the Detroit Institute of Art and the 
Detroit Public library related to Paul 
McPharlin: puppeteer, designer, 
il lustrator, and scholar. 
To conduct a series of one-day 
in -service energy education 
workshops for mid die- and 
secondary - school teachers in ten 
cooperating public-school systems in 
northeastern Kentucky. 
To present a lecture series at Morehead 
State University on the unique history 
and culture of Appalachian Kentucky. 
To research documents preserved in 
Yale University's Sterling Memorial 
Library on Canadian History in the 
United States. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
s 12,500 
2,500 
11.453 
2,500 
2,500 
13 
AWA RDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(September 15, 1981 l 
Denied 
(March 16, 1981) 
Denied 
(March 31, 1981) 
$ 2,500 
(May 4, 1981) 
Denied 
(March 16, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
64. Community Service Grant 
(October 15, 1980) 
65. Nutrition Home Management 
Skills: Kentucky Horne 
Health Training Project 
(October 15, 1980) 
66. Personal Care Skills: Kentucky 
Home Health Training Project 
(October 15, 1980) 
67. Stam ler Continuing Education 
Project 
(October 16, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Communicat ions 
(Larry Netherton) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Home Economics 
(Eena Adams) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continu ing Education 
(George Eyster) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Allied Heal th Sciences 
(Pauline Ramey) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting 
Kentucky Department for 
Human Resources 
Kentucky Department for 
Human Resources 
W. R. Stemler Corporation 
AMOUNT 
PURPOSE REQUESTED 
To continue support of personnel, $ 58,853 
program services, equipment, and 
support services for WMKY radio. 
T o provide instruction and 
consultation services on Nutrition 
H ome Management Skills to 
homemaker-home health aides in the 
Kentucky Home Health T raining 
Project in approximately three eastern 
Kentucky locations. 
To provide instruction and 
consul tat ion services on Personal Care 
Skills to homemaker-home health 
aides in the Kentucky Home Heal th 
Training Project in approximately six 
eastern Kentucky locations. 
To prov ide continuing education 
activities entitled "Getting Resu lts 
with Business Writing," in cooperation 
with the Bourbon County Schools for 
selected employees of the W. R. 
Stamler Corporation. 
1,146 
8,244 
1,500 
14 
AWARDED/DENI ED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 58,853 
(January 20, 1981 ) 
1, 146 
(December 12, 1980) 
8,244 
(December 12, 1980) 
700 
(November 1, 1980) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
68. Innovative Energy Conservat1011 
Through Heat ing and Cooling of 
a Commercial GreenhouSf! With 
A11 Drawn From a Deep Mine 
Sha ft 
(October 21 , 1980) 
69. Work and Death Alti tudes o f 
Eastern Kentucky Coal Miner~ 
(October 24, 1980) 
70. Land Inventory 
(October 24, 1980) 
71. Volunteers 
(October 24, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Wnter) 
Bureau of University and Rf.'g1onal Serv ices 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Kurz) 
(Douglas Donerweich) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work 
and Corrections 
(George D1ck1nson) 
Bureau of Universi ty and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Geography 
(Gary Cox) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Tennessee Valley Autho11ty 
U. S. Public Health Service 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
PURPOSE 
To demonstrate the commercial 
feasibility of using an innovative 
technique-<leep mine air for heating 
and cooling commercial greenhouses. 
To determine if death anxiety is 
related co the work situation of 
eastern Kentucky coat miners. 
To determine where mining has 
created level land that could be made 
usable, where land is now being mined 
that will create usable land when 
f inished, and where luture mining 1s 
likely to create level land. 
To establtsh a volunteer program in 
two pilot counties in eastern Kentucky 
with the volunteers taking the 
init iative to determine what is to be 
done and how 1 t is to be done. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
s 46, 191 
13,563 
16,273 
24,948 
15 
AWARDE D/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(January 6, 1981) 
Denied 
(Junes, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981 ) 
PROPOSAL T ITL E 
(Date Su bmitted) 
72. Coal and Appalach ian Kentucky 
(October 30, 1980) 
73. Social and Academic Concliuons 
Among Blacks and Whites in a 
Rural Sou them Desegregated 
School System 
(October 30, 1980) 
74. The Montopolis, Original 
Contour Restoration and 
the Future of Eastern 
Kentucky After Coal 
(October 30, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 191:11) 
ADMINI ST RATI V E UNIT 
(Proposal Writer! 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Gifford) 
(Betty Marshall) 
(James Kurz) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work 
and Corrections 
(George Dickinson) 
School of Education 
Department of Elementary and 
Early Chi ldhood Education 
( Kent Freeland) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Industrial Education and 
T echnology 
(Forrest Cameron) 
FUNDING A GENCY 
Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation 
Nauonal Institute of Education 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
A MOUNT 
PURPOSE REQUESTED 
To support three curricular $ 23,288 
developments at Morehead State 
University which would clarify the 
highly s1gn1 ficant relationships 
between Appalachian Kentucky's 
near- legendary coal business and the 
broader community/society in which 
i t is located. 
To determine If attitudes of black and 
wh ite students in a desegregated 
school system correspond to those of 
teachers and adm inistrators, and i f the 
black - white gap in academic 
achievement changes following the 
desegregation. 
To explicate the concept of the 
Montopol1s; to study the long term 
economic 1mpltcat1ons of original 
contour restoration of eastern 
Kentucky surface mined lands; and to 
study the feasibi I ity of federal 
assistance for the commercial 
development of post-surface mined 
lands in eastern Kentucky. 
13,371 
31 ,501 
16 
AWA RDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981 l 
Denied 
(April 15, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981 l 
I 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
75. Chautauqua Short Course-XVIII 
(October 31, 1980) 
76. Chautauqua Short Course- XIX 
(October 31, 1980) 
77. Economic Education for 
Teachers Workshop 
(November 1, 1980) 
78. Economic Education for 
Teachers Workshop 
(November 1, 1980) 
79. Economic Education Center 
Library Materials 
(November 1, 1980) 
80. Economic Education Center 
(November 1, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981 ) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special 
Education 
(Anna Hicks) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work 
and Corrections 
(Lola Crosthwaite) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Green Miller) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Green Miller) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Green Miller) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Green Miller) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
National Science Foundation 
National Science Foundation 
Bethlehem Steel 
Corporation 
Ashland Oil Company 
Kentucky Colonels 
Association 
Kentucky Council on 
Economic Education 
PURPOSE 
To attend _ a short course on 
"Psychology of· the Female 
Experience" at Temple University. 
To attend a short course on 
"Cognition and Teaching" at the 
Oregon Graduate Center for Study and 
Research. 
To support a teachers' workshop in 
economic education 1n Jenkins, 
Kentucky. 
To support a teachers' workshor in 
economic education in Ashlancl, 
Kencucky. 
To purchase ·materials for the 
Economic Education Center Library 
and for the purchase of materials to be 
distributed to area primary and 
secondary teachers. 
To support the ·Morehead State 
University Economic Education 
Cente1 . 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 600 
600 
2,000 
2,536 
600 
7,010 
17 
AWARDED/DEN I ED/PENDING 
(Notificat ion Date) 
s 600 
(October 31, 1980) 
600 
(October 31 , 1980) 
2,000 
(November 7, 1980) 
2,000 
(November 7, 1980) 
600 
(November 1, 1980) 
5,000 
(November 7, 1980) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
81 Comprehensive Program to 
Improve and Increase the 
Computer Literacy of Faculty 
and Students in Undergraduate 
Science Education Instruction 
(November 5, 1980) 
82. Jesse Stuart Symposium 
(November 14, 1980) 
83. Mt. Sterling Tourist Brochure 
(November 15, 1980) 
84. Nursing Capitation Grant 
(November 20, 1980) 
85. A Study to Develop an 
Evaluation System for 
Kentucky Balance-of·State 
CET A Prime Sponsor 
(November 20, 1980) 
(Preliminary) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981 l 
ADM INISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Sciences and MathtJmatics 
Department of Mathematics 
(Glenn Johnston) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Gifford) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Developmen t Center 
(James Kurz) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 
(Gail Franks) 
School of Appl ied Sc1cnc1Js and Technology 
Department of Industrial Education and 
Technology 
(Robert Newton) 
School of Education 
Department of Adult.Counseling and 
Higher Education 
(Richard Daniel) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Develapment Center 
(Dougias Dotterweich) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
National Science Foundation 
Jesse Stuart Foundation 
Mt. Sterling Recreation 
Commission 
U. S. Public Health Service 
Kentucky Department for 
Human Resources 
PURPOSE 
To provide professional development 
opportunities for faculty to become 
computer literate to the extent that 
they will be equipped to capitalize 
upon teaching improvement and 
student learning enhancement that 
only appropriate use of computers can 
offer. 
To supplement the support being 
provided by the Kentucky Humanities 
Council for the annual Jesse Stuart 
Symposium. 
To edit, design and layout a tourist 
brochure for thtJ Ml Sterling 
Recreation Commission. 
To provide per capitation ~upport for 
the Associate Degree Nursing Program. 
To de sign an evaluation and 
assessment program for Kentucky 
Balance-of-State CETA Prime Sponsor. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 247,606 
To be assigned 
18 
AWAR DED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
$ 500 
(November 14, 1980) 
612 612 
(November 20, 1980) 
To be assigned 4,795 
(August 5, 1981) 
87,964 Denied 
(June 15, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
86. Communication Skills 
for Business 
(November 24, 1980) 
87. Travel and Research 
Awards 
(November 24, 1980) 
88. Energy Education Workshop 
Project 
(November 24, 1980) 
89. Benth1c Ecology and 
Resources Survey of the 
Lev1sa Fork of the Big 
Sandy River 
(December 5, 1980) 
90. Civil Engineering Program 
(December 5, 1980) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - J une 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Kurz) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Communications 
(Stacy Myers) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Gifford) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(John Philley) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and Environmental 
Sciences 
(Gerald DeMoss) 
(Jerry Howell) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(Harry Ryan) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Trademore Merchants Associat ion 
Metropolitan Life Foundation 
U.S. Department of Energy 
U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers 
Universi ty of Kentucky 
PURPOS E 
To conduct a management training 
program for the Traclemore Merchants 
Association. 
To underwrite faculty travel and 
research that is specifically related to 
the development of an Appalachian 
Studies minor. 
To conduct a series of one·day 
in-service energy-education workshops 
for elementary· and middle-school 
teachers in ten cooperating public 
school systems in northeastern 
Kentucky . 
To complete a literature search of 
aquatic invertebrate taxon of the 
appropriate counues within the Levisa 
Fork Basin. 
To prov ide hous in g, meals, 
transporta tion, and classrooms for the 
Civil Engineering students in their 
summer field experience class. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 2,422 
5,000 
9,160 
4,000 
25,700 
19 
AWARDED/DENI ED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981) 
$ 5,000 
(March 24, 1981) 
Denied 
(March 19, 1981) 
4,000 
(January 20, 1981) 
25,700 
(January 27, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
91. Job Preparedness Project -
Pike County Manpower 
Program 
(December 10, 1980) 
92. Life and Work of 
Paul McPharlin 
(December 10, 1980) 
93. Pliocene·Pleistocene 
Pelecypoda of Florida 
(December 18, 1980) 
94. Social Impact Project 
(December 18, 1980) 
95. Mountain People. 
B1ograph1cal Sketches of 
the Men and Women of 
Appalachian Kentucky, 
1767 - 1980 
(December 19, 1980) 
96. T itle Ill Advising to 
Union College 
(December 20, 19801 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981 ) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Ed Flegel 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Art 
(Ryan Howard) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(Jules DuBar) 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special Education 
(Sharon Wolf) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Gifford) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
(Wanda Bigham) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Pike County Manpower Program 
American Council of Learned 
Societies 
National Science Foundation 
Ohio State University 
U. S. Department of Education 
Union College 
PURPOSE 
To provide Job Preparedness training 
to Pike County Manpower Program 
participants. 
To produce a thorough study of the 
life and work of the puppeteer, 
designer. and author Paul McPharlin. 
To develop a monograph that w ill 
include conventional and SEM 
photographs, and descript ions of at 
least 500 pelecypod species. 
To provide data collection and analysis 
in conjunction with the Social Impact 
Project. 
To develop a book of biographical 
sketches for use in secondary schools 
and institutions of higher learning. 
To provide consulting services to 
Union College in the implementation 
of their T itle 111 grant. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 1,442 
2,500 
78,659 
3,000 
59,669 
13,234 
20 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(November 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(April 2, 1981 I 
Denied 
(April 14, 1981 ) 
$ 3,000 
(February 12, 1981) 
Denied 
(May 13, 1981 ) 
Denied 
(February 6, 1981 ) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted ) 
97. Definition for Needed 
Differentiation in 
Adult Basic Educatio n 
(January 6, 1981) 
98. Adult Independent 
Information Seeking/ 
Finding Behavior 
(January 6, 1981 ) 
99. Student/ Senior Citizen 
Volunteers Mini·Grant 
(January 19, 1981) 
100. A Diagnostic/Prescriptive 
Academic Program for 
Morehead State University · 
Title 111 
(January 19, 1981 ) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (~ontinued) 
(July 1, 1980- June 30, 1981 ) 
ADMINI STRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
{Shirley Hamilton) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
{Wanda Bigham) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Fund for the Improvement of 
Postsecondary Education 
Fund for the Improvement of 
Postsecondary Education 
Agency for Volunteer Service 
U. S. Department of Education 
PURPOSE 
To develop, explore and refine a 
definition of the condition of adult 
students and potential students in 
adult basic education skills instruction 
and lead to needed differentiation in 
operational programs, services, and 
program management. 
To develop alternative, nonformal 
education sequences and organizations 
information·seeking/ f1nding skills. 
To support 15 Morehead State 
University students and 30 senior 
citizen volunteers in giving 5,000 
hou rs of service to Menifee County 
students in a public information 
p rogram aimed at retaining the 
county's young people. 
To implement a diagnostic/prescriptive 
academic program to assist students in 
appropriate placement in academic 
subjects, to develop courses to remedy 
deficiencies 1n basic skills, and to 
alleviate psychological problems which 
may prevent academic success. Second 
year o f funding . 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
s 55,412 
81,501 
5,000 
307, 188 
21 
AWARDED/DENI ED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(March 1, 1981) 
Denied 
{March 1, 1981) 
s 5,000 
(March 27, 1981) 
307, 188 
(January 27, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITL E 
(Date Submitted) 
101 Coun t·Her·Act 
(January 27, 1981) 
102. Gateway Focus on 
Elderly 
(January 28, 1981) 
103. Upward Bound 
(January 28. 1981) 
104. Special Services 
(January 28, 1981 l 
105. Talent Search 
(January 28, 1 981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATI VE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Develcpment Center 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
(Betty Marshall) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Develcpmcnt Center 
{Shirley Hamilton) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
(Wanda Bigham) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
(Wanda Bigham) 
Bureau of Academic A ffairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
(Wa nda Bigham ) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
U.S. Department of Education 
Gateway Area Development District 
U. S. Department of Education 
U. S. Department of Education 
U. S. Department of Education 
PURPOSE 
T o assist the schools m Carter County, 
Kentucky. to recogn1te and overcome 
educational inequities that may exist 
within the public school system in 
regard to the female students. 
To recruit and train ten volunteers 
who wil l produce approximately 200 
volunteer hours per week for one year; 
and also to develop a training manual 
for the volunteers 
To generate skills and motivation 
necessary for success in education 
beyond high school for you th from 
low-income families who have 
academic potential but who lack 
adequate secondary sch ool 
preparation . 
To increase the 1 ete11t1on and 
postsecondary graduation rates of 
youths from low income families with 
academ ic potential, who may be 
disadvantaged because of severe rural 
isolation. 
T o increase the rate at which youths 
of financia l need complete secondary 
school and enroll 1n postsecondary 
programs, ancJ to fac1I itate the re tu rn 
of dropouts ancJ stopouts to secondary 
or postsecondary mslltu t1ons. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 107,844 
16,238 
224 ,262 
136,693 
96,654 
22 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(June9, 1981 ) 
$ 16,638 
(February 26, 1981) 
199,960 
(May 31, 1981) 
112,458 
(May 31 , 1981) 
83,909 
(May 31 , 1981 ) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
106. Basic Consumers' Education 
for Pre· Release Adult 
Prison Inmates 
(January 29, 1981) 
107. NASA·ASEE Summer 
Faculty Fellowship 
(January 30, 1981) 
108. Stamler Continuing Education 
Project 
(February 4, 1981) 
109. Analysis of Social Factors in 
Use of Dental Services 
(February 5, 1981) 
110. Egyptian Training Plan -
A Continuation 
(February 9, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981 ) 
ADMIN ISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Home Economics 
(Suzanne Theis) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
(Rodger Hammons) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Educatton 
(George Eyster) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and 
Corrections 
(Kevin Smith) 
(Patsy Whitson) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Joe Copeland) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
U. S. Department of Education 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
W. R. Stamler Corporation 
U. S. Public Health Service 
Bluegrass Area Development District 
PURPOSE 
To provide a series of six-week 
programs offering basic consumers' 
education that can be used by inmates 
after 1heir release. 
To obtain a summer faculty fellowship 
at the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Goddard Space Flight 
Center at the University of Maryland. 
To provide continuing education 
ac11vit1es entitled "Accounting for 
Non Accountants," in cooperation 
with the Bourbon County Schools for 
selected employees of the W. R. 
Stamler Corporation. 
To 1dent1fy the social -structural and 
social-psychological factors associated 
with the ut1lizauon of available public 
dental services. 
To provide training for employees of 
and other officials related to the 
Organization for the Reconstruction 
and Development of Egyptian Villages. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 32,986 
875 
11,905 
6.322 
23 
AWARDED/DENIED/PEN DING 
(Notif icat ion Date) 
Denied 
(August 6, 1981) 
Denied 
(September 8, 1981) 
s 875 
(February 10, 1981) 
Denied 
(September 30, 1981) 
6,322 
(February 12, 1981) 
PROPOSA L TITLE 
(Date Submitted ) 
111. College Library Resources 
(February 13, 1981) 
112. Federal Student Financial Aid 
(February 20, 1981) 
113. Histoplasmosis - 1980.81 
Extension 
(February 23, 1981) 
114. Chemistry Laborator ies 
Equipment Improvement 
(February 23, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writed 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Camden-Carroll Library 
(Jack Ellis) 
Bureau of Student Affairs 
Division of Student Financial Aid 
and Veterans A ff airs 
(Elmer Anderson) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmenta l Sciences 
(Ted Pass/ 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(Richard Hunt) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
U.S. Department of Education 
U.S. Department of Education 
Kentucky Department for Human 
Resources 
National Science Foundation 
PURPOSE 
To assist in maintaining the network 
activities of Camden-Carroll Library 
including the Bibliographic Retrieval 
Service, t he Kentucky Cooperative 
Library Program, the Eastern 
Kentucky Health Science Information 
Network and the OCLC/SOLINET 
Cataloging project. 
To participate in the Federal Student 
Financial Aid Programs : College Work-
Study Programs; Supplemental 
Educational Opportunity Grants; 
National Direct Student Loan. 
To provide additional blackbird roost 
soil sample result~ as needed to 
implement H. B. 600 which provides 
for the department's decontamination 
of bird roosts. 
To improve the laboratory experiences 
of students in quantitative analysis, 
o rganic chemistry, and inst rumental 
an a ly sis courses by providing 
up-to-date lab oratory studies. 
acquainting students with modern 
chemical instrumentation. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 10,000 
1,940,000 
15,000 
19,693 
24 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 1,200 
(September 8, 1981) 
896,800 
(June 30, 1981 ) 
Denied 
(June 1, 1981) 
Denied 
(September 4. 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
115. Job Preparedness Project - Big 
Sandy Community Action 
Program 
(February 23, 1981 l 
116. Mini-Workshop on Economic 
Education 
(February 24, 1981) 
117. Elderhostel 
(March 2, 1981 ) 
118. Solar Water Heater/Collector at 
Morehead State University 
(March 17. 1981) 
119. Professional Development 
Training for Browning 
Manufacturing of Morehead 
(March 19, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMI TTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINI STRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Ed Flege) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Green Miller) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Cont inuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Kurz) 
Bureau of Fiscal Affairs 
Department of Operations and Maintenance 
(Glen Boodry) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Communications 
(Stacy Myers) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Big Sandy Community A ction 
Program 
Beth-Elkhorn Corporation 
National Elderhostel 
U. S. Department of Energy 
Browning Manufacturing 
PURPOSE 
T o provide Job Preparedness training 
to the Big Sandy Community Action 
Program participants. 
T o provide summer economic 
education workshops for public school 
teachers in Pike and Letcher Counties. 
To promote. plan, develop, and 
provide hostelsh1ps for the Morehead 
State University Elderhostel program. 
T o research, develop, and demonstrate 
a sola1 water heater/collector unit 
constructed out of recycled material. 
To provide six two-hour training 
sessions and three three-hour training 
sessions in supervisory communication 
for the management of Browning 
Manufacturing, Morehead plant. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTE D 
s 2,852 
1,000 
750 
1,802 
1,396 
25 
AWARDED/DEN IED/PENDING 
(Noti ficat ion Date) 
$ 2,852 
(February 27. 1001) 
1,000 
(February 24, 1981) 
1,300 
(March 6. 1981) 
Denied 
(June 30, 1981 ) 
1,396 
(April 20. 1981 ) 
PROPOSAL TI TLE 
(Date Submitted) 
120. Style and the Structure of 
Discourse 
(March 24, 1981) 
121. Transcription of Research 
Interviews 
(March 25, 1981) 
122. Appalachian Business Heritage: 
T h e Surviving Small 
Entrepreneur and the 
Ful fi llment of the American 
Dream 
(March27, 1981) 
123. Actors Theatre of Louisville 
Performance Program 
(March 27, 1981 ) 
124. Mainstreaming Handicapped 
Studen ts in the Public Schools 
(March 31, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981 ) 
ADM INISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Wr iter) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Languages and Literature 
(Frances Helphinstine) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Gifford) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Sociology. Social Work and 
Corrections 
(Mont Whi tson ) 
Concert and Lecture Series 
Committee 
(Sue Y. Luckey) 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special Education 
(George Tapp) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Nat ional Endowment for the 
Humanit ies 
Berea College 
Kentucky Humanities Council 
Kentucky A rts Commission 
WHAS Crusade for Children 
PURPOSE 
To attend a two month seminar at the 
University of Chicago that provides an 
opport unity to improve knowledge in 
the subjects taught and to work wi th 
scholars in the teaching field . 
To transcribe reco1 ded research 
interviews on a History of the John C. 
Campbell Folk School and on Cora 
Wilson Stewart and the Moonlight 
Schools. 
To interview and film the owners and 
workers in businesses that have been 
part of the American scene from the 
earliest days to the p1 esent, such as the 
marginal farmer, cobbler, printer, 
woodsman, chair caner, blacksmith, 
etc. 
To provide perfo1mance and residency 
day fee for the Actors Theatre of 
Louisville production of "Bus Stop." 
To provide 
training for 
i nvolved 
handicapped 
schools. 
scholarships to finance 
teachers and principals 
1n mainstreaming 
students in the public 
AMOUNT 
REQU ESTED 
$ 2,500 
312 
26 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Not if icat ion Date) 
Denied 
(April 21, 1981) 
$ 312 
(May 6, 1981) 
To be assigned 987 
3,040 
6,250 
(May 21, 1981 ) 
3,040 
(March 27, 1981) 
5,250 
(August 16, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
125. Summer Food Service 
Program for Children 
(April 1, 1981) 
126. The Right to Privacy 
(April 1, 1981) 
127. Reasons, Justification and 
Knowledge 
(April 1, 1981) 
128. Principles and Metaphors in 
Biomedical Ethics 
(April 3, 1981) 
129. Frenchburg Civilian 
Conservation Center 
(April 8, 1981) 
130. Youth Conservation Corps 
Project 
(April 13, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Education 
Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation 
(Earl Bentley) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Philosophy 
(Betty Gurley) 
School of Humanities 
Department of Philosophy 
(Betty Gurley) 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special 
Education 
(Dennis Edinger) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Grants and Contracts 
(Carole Morella) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Kentucky Department of Education 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
PURPOSE 
To provide 250 children attending the 
National Youth Sports Program with 
meals during the 5-week program. 
To attend this NEH Summer Seminar 
at the Claremont Graduate School in 
California. 
To attend this NEH Summer Seminar 
at the University of Nebraska. 
To attend this NEH Summer Seminar 
at the University of V irginia. 
To conduct and administer an 
educa t ional program for the 
Frenchburg Civilian Conservation 
Center, Frenchburg, Kentucky. 
To provide food and lodging for 
Youth Conservation Corps enrollees. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 9,797 
2,500 
2,500 
2,500 
159,697 
25,576 
27 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 9.797 
(June 30, 1981 I 
Denied 
(April 22, 1981 l 
Denied 
(April 20, 1981) 
2,500 
(April 29, 1981) 
Oenied 
(June 19, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 2, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
131. Summer Research Challenge 
1981 
(April 15, 1981) 
132. Training Session in 
Marketing Skills 
(April 16, 1981) 
133. Summer Food Service 
Program for Children -
1981 
(April 16, 1981 l 
134. Vocational Education 
Programs - Machine Tool 
and Nursing 
(April 20, 1981 ) 
135. National Youth Sports 
Program 
(April 22, 1981 ) 
136. Campus Fellows Program 
(April 23, 1981 ) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED ANO FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - JuneJO, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATI VE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(Jack Wh idden) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Kurz) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
(Wanda Bigham) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Industrial Education and 
Technology 
(Charles Derrickson) 
School of Educat ion 
Department of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation 
(Earl Bentley) 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Government and Public Affairs 
(Jack Bizzel) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
American Society for Engineering 
Education 
Kentucky Youth Research Center, 
Inc. 
Kentucky Department of Education 
Kentucky Bureau of Vocational 
Education 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association 
Former Members of Congress 
PURPOSE 
To become a Gas Research Inst itute 
Fellow and attend a 10-week inst itute 
at Texas A & M University. 
To provide two one-day training 
seminars on marketing child care 
center services. 
To provide 120 Upward Bound 
students with meals during their 
six-week resident ial program. 
To continue support of the associate 
degree nursing program and the 
welding technology program. 
To provide a National Youth Sports 
Program for 250 Rowan County 
youths between the ages of 10 and 18. 
To invite a former member of 
Congress to campus during the fall 
semester 1981 to conduct a seminar 
on the role of Congress in the 1980's. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 10.000 
502 
32.400 
34,916 
38,000 
To be assigned 
28 
AWARDED}DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
Denied 
(June 30. 1981 ) 
$ 502 
(May 1, 1981) 
33,867 
(May 31, 1981) 
34,061 
(August 21. 1981 ) 
38.000 
(June 22, 1981) 
7,500 
(April 23, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
137. Histoplasmosis Research 
(May 1, 1981) 
138. Feasibility Study - Selected 
Industries 
(May 1, 1981) 
139. Barren River Gerontology 
Conference 
(May 1, 19811 
140. Appalachian Adult Learning 
Center 
(May 4, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Ted Pass) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Develapment Center 
(Robert Cornett) 
(Robert Justice) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
School of Education 
Department of Adult, Counseling and 
Higher Education 
(Harold Rose) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Somerset Community Development 
Agency 
Appalachian Regional Commission 
Council on Higher Education 
Kentucky Department of Education 
PURPOSE 
To process and culture 60 soil samples 
for the presence of Histoplasma 
capsulatum from the Rocky Hollow 
Blackbird Roost. 
To study ten selected industries to 
determine their needs for relocation or 
expansion into the Appalachian region 
of Kentucky. 
To provide travel funds for four 
Morehead State University faculty 
members to attend a gerontology 
conference at Barren River State Park. 
To continue the operation of the 
Appalachian Adult Learning Center 
and to provide technical assistance 
to 11 paraprofessional instructors 
in Rowan and surrounding counties. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 2.400 
18,750 
200 
27,341 
29 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 2,400 
(June 5, 1981) 
Denied 
(June 12, 1981) 
200 
(May 4, 1981) 
26,239 
(August 12, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(D1te Submitted) 
141. Competency-Based Education 
and l ea rning Disabilities 
Development/Training Program 
for ABE Personnel 
(May 4, 1981) 
142. Job Preparedness Project -
Gateway Community Services 
(May 7, 1981) 
143. E a s t e r n K e ·n t u c k y 
Comprehensive Rehabilitation 
Center Service Program 
(May 12, 1981) 
144. Washington, Kentucky, Tou rism 
Guide 
(May 12, 1981) 
145. Annual Plan for Supplemental 
Vocational Education Program 
Improvement and Supporting 
Services 
(May 21, 1981) 
146. Evaluation of Nursing Graduates 
- 1976·1981 
(May 21, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
School of Education 
Department of Adult, Counseling and 
Hi!tJer Education 
(Harold Rose) 
(C. J . Bailey) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
(Ed Flegel 
School of Education 
Department of Psychology and Special Education 
(George Tapp) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Media Services 
(Bill Rosenberg) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Office of the Dean 
(Charles Derrickson) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 
(Charles Derrickson) 
FUNDING AGENCY PURPOSE 
Kentucky Department of Educatior To conduct an impact study, develop 
products, and provide pre- and 
in-service training for teachers and 
paraprofessionals of Kentucky's ABE 
program. 
Gateway Community Services 
Agency 
Kentucky Bureau of 
Rehabilitat ion Services 
Mrs. Stephen Manning 
Kentucky Bureau of Vocational 
Education 
Council on Higher Education 
To provide J ob Preparedness training 
to the Gateway Community Services 
Agency participants. 
To provide psychological services to 
the Eastern Kentucky Comprehensive 
Rehabilitation Center in Thelma, 
Kentucky. 
To produce a synchronized sound 
slide/tape program. 
To continue support of the 
agriculture, business education, home 
economics, and industrial education 
and technology vocational education 
programs. 
To evaluate the graduates of the 
Associate Degree Nursing Program 
from May 1976 through May 1981 . 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 92,419 
1,244 
. 
38,448 
500 
57,513 
800 
30 
AWARDED/DENI ED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 83,576 
(August 12, 1981 ) 
1,244 
(August 7, 1981) 
38,448 
(June 15, 1981) 
500 
(May 26, 1981) 
47,519 
(September 18, 1981) 
Denied 
(September 4, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
147. Displaced Homemakers Project 
(May 21, 1981) 
148. Environmental Impact Study 
Faculty Inst itute 
(May 21, 1981) 
149. Transmission Electron 
Microscopy in Biological and 
Materials Research 
(May 21, 1981) 
150. Gerontology Travel Grant 
(May 26, 1981) 
151. Agriculture Educat ion 
Assistantship 
(May 27, 1981 ) 
152. Warren County Histoplasmosis 
Project 
(May 29, 1981 l 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - Juee 30, 1981 l 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(Shirley Hamilton) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Fred Busroe) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Allen Lake) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Division of Continuing Education 
(George Eyster) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Kurz) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and 
Environmental Sciences 
(Ted Pass) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Kentucky Bureau for Human 
Resources 
Argonne National Laboratory 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Argonne National Laboratory 
U. S. Department of Energy 
Council on Higher Education 
E. 0. Robinson Mountain Fund 
Warren County Health 
Department 
PURPOSE 
To prcwide job counseling, work 
orientation, and job preparedness 
training for 45 CETA eligible displaced 
homemakers. 
To attend the Environmental Impact 
Study Faculty Institute. 
To participate in the National Faculty 
Institute on electron microscopy. 
To attend a Gerontology Conference 
in Louisville, Kentucky . 
To research and develop practical 
solutions to eastern Kentucky's 
problem-laden agricultural economy. 
To map a roost site for etiological 
agent of Histoplasmosis, prepare a 
report of findings, and give priority 
consultation for site selection for 
cultures. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 141 ,660 
200 
320 
50 
2,725 
2,750 
31 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 170,234 
(October 23, 1981) 
200 
(May 27, 1981) 
320 
(May 27, 1981 ) 
50 
(May 26, 1981) 
2,800 
(August 1, 1981) 
1,650 
(May 31, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted ) 
153. Assisting Agency for University 
of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 
(June 3, 1981 ) 
154. Neogene Molluscan Zonation of 
Florida 
(June 4, 1981) 
155. Reclamation Project for Martiki 
Coal Corporation 
(June 5, 1981) 
156. Selection of Firms to the 
Midland T rail Industrial Park 
(June 8, 1981) 
157. Child Development · Head Start 
• University Breckinridge 
(June 15, 1981) 
158. Egyptian Training Fund 
Continuation 
(June 15, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED (Continued) 
ADMINISTRATIV E UNIT 
(Proposal Wri ter) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Office of Instructional Systems 
(Wanda Bigham ) 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Physical Sciences 
(Jules DuBar) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Office of the Dean 
(Charles Derrickson) 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 
(James Kurz) 
School of Education 
Department of Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education 
(Mary Powell) 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 
(Joe Copeland) 
(July 1, 1980 -June30, 1981) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
University of Arkansas at 
Pine Bluff 
National Science Foundation 
Martiki Coal Corporation 
Midland Trail Industrial Park 
Gateway Area Community Services 
Bluegrass Area Development 
District 
PURPOSE 
To serve as the assisting agency agency 
for the Univeristy of Arkansas at Pine 
Bluff Title 111 Program. 
To prepare a comprehensive and 
practical biostratigraphic analysis of 
the Neogene deposits of Florida. 
To provide consultant services on the 
Martiki reclamation project. 
To select the firms best suited to the 
Midland Trail Industrial Park by 
matching the park's specific 
characteristics to the site requirements 
of 50 plus indumies. 
To continue funding of the Head Start 
unit housed in Univers i ty 
Breckinridge. 
To continue providing a training 
program for staff of the OR DEV Local 
Development Fund. 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 21,542 
78,659 
17,208 
2,665 
38,420 
156.426 
32 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notif icat ion Date) 
Denied 
(July 30, 1981) 
Denied 
(December 1, 1981) 
$ 17,208 
(June 5, 1981) 
2,665 
(June 17, 1981) 
38,420 
(September 3, 1981) 
140,095 
(October 13, 1981) 
PROPOSAL TITLE 
(Date Submitted) 
159. Library Materials Grant 
(June 15, 1981) 
160. Eastern Kentucky Health 
Science Information Network 
(June 15. 1981 ) 
161 . Veterans' Cost-of-Instruction 
(June 15, 1981) 
162. The Response of Eastern 
Kentucky Coal Mine Spoil 
to Various Fertilizers 
(June 26, 1981) 
FINAL REPORT ON PROPOSALS SUBMITTED ANO FUNDED (Continued) 
(July 1, 1980 - June 30, 1981) 
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
(Proposal Writer) 
Buteau of Academic Affairs 
Camden-Carroll Library 
(Jack Ellis) 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Camden-Carroll Library 
(Jack Ellis) 
Bureau of Student Affairs 
Division of Student Financial Aid 
and Veterans Affairs 
(Elmer Anderson) 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Department of Agriculture 
(Robert Wolfe) 
FUNDING AGENCY 
Our Lady of the Way Hospital 
Hayswood Hospi tal 
Highlands Regional Medical 
Center 
Louisa Community Hospital 
Mary Chiles Hospital 
Methodist Hospital of Kentucky 
Our Lady of Bellefonte Hospital 
Uur Lady 01 the Way Hospital 
St. Claire Medical Center 
U.S. Department of Education 
Kentucky Department of 
Agriculture 
PURPOSE 
To purchase special l ibrary materials 
for Our Lady of the Way Hospital, 
Martin, Kentucky. 
To continue maintenance of a regional 
information system to pool and share 
resou rces, coordinate acquisitions, 
create a system for free inter-I ibrary 
loans among members and share 
expertise of professional librarians. 
To partially provide for instructional 
costs of veterans. 
To establish test plots to determine 
the response o1 different types of coal 
mine spoil material to various levels 
and combinations of mineral elements 
essential for crop plant growth and 
development. 
TOTAL 
AMOUNT 
REQUESTED 
$ 1,750 
19,360 
2,038 
11,000 
$5,687,859 
33 
AWARDED/DENIED/PENDING 
(Notification Date) 
$ 1.750 
(June 15, 1981 ) 
19,360 
(June 15, 1981) 
2,793 
(June 28, 1981) 
10,000 
(July 7, 1981) 
$2,786, 156 
DIVISION OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
BUREAU OF UNIVERSITY A ND REGIONAL SERVICES 
Morehead State University 
FINAL SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED 
(Comparison of this fiscal year to date with the equivalent period of last fiscal year) 
(July 1, 1980 - June30, 1981) (July 1, 1979 - June 30, 1980) 
TOTAL Number of Proposals SUBMITTED : 162 TOTAL Number of Proposals SUBMITTED : 
TOTAL Number of Proposals FUNDED : 102 TOTAL Number of Proposals FUNDED : 
TOTAL Dollars REQUESTED : $5,687,859 TOTAL Dollars REQUESTED: 
TOTAL Dollars RECEIVED: $2,786, 156* TOTAL Dollars RECEIVED: 
0 This f igure includes a $896,800 grant for student f inancial aid. 0 This f igure includes a S l,563,368 grant for student financial aid 
34 
161 
84 
$6,870,855 
$3,445,938* 
DIVISION OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
BUREAU OF UNIVERSITY AND REGIONAL SERVICES 
Morehead State University 
FINAL DETAILED SUMMARY BY ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS ON 
PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND FUNDED 
(July 1, 1980 - June30, 1981) 
Number of Number of 
Proposals Proposals Amount 
Administrative Units Submitted Funded Requested 
Bureau of Academic Affairs 
Camden-Carroll Library 4 3 $ 86, 161 
Office of Instructional Systems 7 5 831,973 
Bureau of Student Attairs 
Division of Student Financial Aid and 
Veteran Affairs 3 3 1,947,135 
Bureau of University and Regional Services 
Appalachian Development Center 42 22 624,329 
Division of Continuing Education 16 10 536,924 
Division of Grants and Contracts 2 1 38,576 
Division of Media Services 2 2 24,291 
School of Applied Sciences and Technology 
Office of the Dean 2 2 74,721 
Department of Agriculture 1 1 11 ,000 
Department of Allied Health Sciences 2 1 800 
Department of Home Economics 2 1 82,986 
Department of Industrial Education and Technology 3 1 154,381 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Accounting and Economics 8 8 205,875 
Department of Management and Marketing 2 2 3,250 
School of Education 
Office of the Dean 1 82,025 
Department of Adult, Counseling and Higher 
Education 3 3 120, 160 
Department of Elementary and Early 
Childhood Education 2 2 93,300 
Department of Health, Physical Education, 
and Recreation 2 2 47,797 
Department of Psychology and Spt;cial Education 7 6 51,898 
School of Humanities 
Department of Art 3 17,500 
Department of Communications 1 1 58,853 
Department of Languages and Literature 1 2,500 
Department of Philosophy 2 5,000 
School of Sciences and Mathematics 
Department of Biological and Environmental 
Sciences 13 12 55,646 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 5 2 249,406 
Department of Physical Sciences 9 2 210,624 
School of Social Sciences 
Department of Geography 2 1 1,200 
Department of Government and Public Affairs 1 1 To Be Assigned 
Department of History 2 2,500 
Department of Sociology, Social Work and 
Corrections 11 7 64,008 
Other 
Concert and Lecture Series Committee _1 _ 1 3,040 
UNIVERSITY TOTAL 162 102 $5,687,859 
- -
Amount 
Awarded 
$ 22,310 
737,382 
904,690 
228,124 
87,458 
13,254 
23,364 
64,727 
10,000 
4,795 
42,932 
34,061 
186,998 
3,250 
110,215 
96,775 
47,797 
50,298 
58,853 
39,546 
1,200 
2,400 
I 
600 
7,500 
4,587 
w 
(J1 
3 040 
$2,786.156 
